
 



 

If you were an 8 year old Iraqi girl whose parents had been killed by a bomb; if you 

had witnessed your son get into the wrong crowd, begin taking drugs, then commit 

suicide; if you had your limbs dismembered or arms amputated by the Janjaweed Mi-

litia in Darfur, over a resources control and religious conflict that was none of your 

business; if you needed surgery your family couldn’t afford; if you were a dying girl in 

India who just discovered that a corporation’s dishonest waste disposal practices just 

outside your village (practices they would not be allowed to get away with in their 

own country) were most probably responsible for your illness; if a corporation ex-

ploited your country’s mineral wealth enriching the company’s shareholders and di-

rectors, and a handful of corrupt local politicians while poverty lingered and your 

country became more deprived… how would you feel if someone told you that ‘shit 

happens, some things can never be changed until people have an incentive to 

change their behaviour’? All these are actions of human beings ...which can be 

prevented / stopped. These are not 'supernatural' phenomena or 'Acts of God' 

beyond human prevention .... 

From a town outside a city in England some words have been slowly and painstaking-

ly reorganising themselves the last four years. Their servant, a sojourner with a story 

as fictitious as is factual. The end product is a poetic creation that will entertain, en-

courage, provoke, poke fun, tease and ridicule … it delves into themes including ce-

lebrity, crime, destiny, extremism, elitism, inequality, freedom, justice, law, literature, 

love, mysticism, philosophy, politics, poverty, rationalism, religion and revolution… 

The poems challenge existing norms that contribute to societal dysfunction across the 

world, the injustice, the greed, the unrestrained excess, the warring…. appealing to 

those in positions of authority or leadership (who up until now have failed to bring 

lasting peace and harmony to our world) to carefully reconsider their actions, in so 

far as they impact others further afield. The poems advocate empathy, responsibility 

and freedom from puppetry, in favour of Responsible Capitalism; all in an effort to 

realise the real and achievable goal of a harmonious world in which the majority of 

people lived in relative peace and happiness, free from want, free from fear.  

For free samples, see this link: http://grezsuzio.wordpress.com/2013/12/02/teasers-

excerpts-1 and here: http://grezsuzio.wordpress.com/2014/02/05/free-sample/  

Grab your copy on Amazon here (http://www.amazon.com/Mad-World-Thoughts-

Poetic-Verse-ebook/dp/B00IHG69WC/) or Kobo (http://store.kobobooks.com/en-

US/ebook/mad-world-1 ) 
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“I don't care if I fall as long as someone else picks up my gun and keeps on shooting.” 

― Ernesto Che Guevara 

“Be the change you want to see in the world. “ 

– Mahatma Gandhi 

“These capitalists generally act harmoniously and in concert, to fleece the people.”   

- Abraham Lincoln 

"Overcoming poverty is not a task of charity, it is an act of justice. Like Slavery and 
Apartheid, poverty is not natural. It is man-made and it can be overcome and eradicated by 

the actions of human beings..." 

-Nelson Mandela 

“Bombing the brave Libyan people to save them? What a brilliant strategy by the mad 
empire. Where are the international rights? This is like the caveman era.“ 

- Hugo Chavez 



 

Our village 
 

Was born in Blacko 

No I ain’t a wacko 

Grew up in the village 

Picked almonds with Mr Hammond 

We didn’t have much 

A squeaky radio, the old Singer, bits that gave the place a touch 

Except cabbage, it really was all garbage 

Blacko, our lovely little village 

Where scenic peaks met acidic creeks 

You could have looked in the Hudderston 

The Bank, the Middle and if you were that bored the Hollin 

Idyllic woods searched 

Underneath the pebbles of the streams - combed deep and hard 

Past Foulridge, towards Fell Wood 

Swam the Burwain, paddled across the Barrowford 

Toiled amongst the dry reeds until your head turned bald 

No, there were no Sikhs! 

Not a cat in hell’s chance to spot a bunch of geeks! 

Only dimpled cheeks peakes and gardens full of leeks 

We searched the peaks 

Bristling and bustling as twigs under our feet creaked 

Not a Sheikh in sight! 

Only the village bard Billingforth 



A man of little plight 

Billingforth, limping, sore and severe 

Whose only companion 

An equally battered buffalo horn 

He alone amongst village folk was revered 

He had no degree  

Not an ounce of certification 

Never an appointee! 

Just bastardy in his pedigree 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The company of the Oxbridgenites 

In the company of the Oxbridgenites the wine glasses are always full 

Rich, red, sparkling and best served by the pool 

The parties occur at Claridges 

And dinners courtesy of Viajante 

The Summer Ball heartens Middle Temple 

And the Christmas address is by Clancarty 

Queen Rania is guest of honour 

The stag dos graced by Admiralty 

Their medals glitzing in the sunlight 

Like paintings of Trimurti 

Their consorts’ gowns are decorated with rubies 

Toni & Guy? No – must be Sassoon! 

My lady looks ravishing in those pearls 

Diamonds cut by De Beers! 

In the company of the Oxbridgenites, the wine glasses are always full 

Rich, red, sparkling and best served by the pool 

 

In the company of the Oxbridgenites, the boys are always near 

In the Cabinet and the Foreign Office, as commissioner at Cape Maclear 

The foxhunting ban was a farce 

Smack the pasty-eating granny with a tax! 

As for that union critic – well, she’s got a rather fat arse 

 

In the company of the Oxbridgenites, the boys are always near 

In the cabinet and the Foreign Office, as commissioner at Cape Maclear 

We cut the welfare state 

Stopped an immigrant influx  

As for the 45% rate 

That’s for Goldman Sachs. 

 



In the company of the Oxbridgenites, nothing comes by chance 

Holidaying in the south of France 

Winter’s grander at Linz 

Skiing their way through a recession 

Surfing, bitchen, kowabungarin’ 

All is good, so perfectly grand – as voters face starvation 

We have a life in the Bahamas 

Blighty will do just fine 

Get your tan cream ‘n’ pyjamas 

– Find us at Alice Town! 

 

In the company of the Oxbridgenites, there’s no such thing as moderation 

The steaks are in, the wine stocked – no place for consternation 

Champagne always overflows 

In costly bottles that are branded  

Amidst Roquefort ‘n’ egos 

Salmon ‘n’ olives are standard. 

 

In the company of the Oxbridgenites, the minions are an afterthought 

Our brethren fed, imbibed and clothed – the Queen tucked away at Ascot 

Why care for the ragged lot? 

When justice doesn’t exist! 

When religion is a twist 

Elections have passed  

And Etonians deserve a treat! 

 

Our comrades include a mogul 

Branson on a secure line – call Exxon Mobil! 

Great press for BP, none for Arcadia 

When do we meet Bombardier? 

 



In the company of the Oxbridgenites, history repeats itself 

Their ancestors spared pheasant 

As poor families perished of want 

The squire’s enclosure bought seats in the house 

As orphans and widows survived on mice 

In the company of the Oxbridgenites – history repeats itself 

 

In the company of the Oxbridgenites, there’s no shortage of oafs 

Mercenaries posing as CEOs 

Bribing their way through the cracks 

Bankers on speed dial – charlatans with faces like prats 

Unleashing havoc to unsuspecting citizens 

Proles enslaved by guns 

In the company of the Oxbridgenites, there’s blood on everyone’s hand 

The wars, broken hearts, the lies  

 – Ruins that will never mend 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The compliant citizen 

The State likes a compliant citizen 

Who doesn’t claim expenses avoids debates doesn’t complain 

She’s the lady who plays the lotto 

Takes Nana to the Bingo – hides her Muscato! 

He’s the man who thinks politicians are crass 

And the Ma’am who believes foreign wars keeps us safe 

The market git who sells items made of brass 

Good old Mr Steve McGrath 

 

The State likes a compliant citizen 

Who supports the state enjoys soaps believes the news 

He’s the father inattentive to exorbitant energy prices 

Wouldn’t ask why council tax’s nearly hit the sky 

When turbines were erected next to that field of Rye 

The citizen’s car is cheaper than its insurance 

She’s terrified of skipping payments of her TV license 

As Caesar demands his dues 

Who should mind a bit of Top-up fees? 

 

The State likes a compliant citizen 

Who doesn’t fall sick shuns benefits likes to work 

The Polish plumber who will never get the sack 

The industrialist whose sofa is clothed in the union jack 

Raging at naming and shaming on the radio station 

He’s never been to a single demonstration 

Can justify price hikes by Petronas 

Unalarmed when a broke state bank awards a fat bonus 

 

The State likes a compliant citizen 

Who hates tax havens despises Unions holidays in Spain 



He donates money to charity 

To outfits where every admin has a deputy 

Small portions of donation trickle to destination 

Where a corrupt leader is aggrandised as if he were a King  

Your Excellency Chief Dr. Professor Reverend Sir 

Piles of titles! 

Loans from Beijing!    

 

The State likes a compliant citizen 

Who fundraises for the poor without asking questions 

Why the poor country’s leaders have Swiss accounts? 

Why they travel by private jet and are driven in limousines? 

When their country’s children are always starved? 

Poorly paid doctors in hospitals without drugs?  

Attempting to save lives in a death camp 

An exorcism within the pits of hell  

These Excellences are selfish bastards  

The stench emanating from their greed chokes a continent’s progress 

Obese and uncultured – surrounded by brutes 

Mediocre characters gobbling on fraudulent wealth  

What a recipe for wholesale death! 

 

The State likes a compliant citizen 

Who’s hostile to otherness, a bandwagonist, kinda bigoted 

The rendezvous of closet supremacists is at the beer festival 

It’s Saturday morning – we’re off to the carnival! 

For tomorrow’s footie – if I may please make a gentle request  

Send over the newspapers during the half-time interval! 

 

Compliant citizens are indifferent to corporate bribery 

To organisations specialising in global trickery 



Preying on a poor man’s resource 

Dollar kickbacks without remorse  

As lucrative trade in planes and bombs  

Offsets dark arts by drones 

  

Luncheons dominated by grey haired misogynists  

Fattening middlemen in Saudi Arabia 

Backdoor payments to crooks in Algeria 

Wealth creation for mighty Britannia. 

 

 

Grab your copy on the Amazon and Kobo stores here: http://www.amazon.com/Mad-

World-Thoughts-Poetic-Verse-ebook/dp/B00IHG69WC/  

http://store.kobobooks.com/en-US/ebook/mad-world-1  
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